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00:20:16 

Jennifer-COCA-I - Welcome everyone! 
00:22:16 

Matt-Camp Happy Times/COCA - Cute cat Dr. Kaye 
00:23:07 

Dr. Kaye, CBIO and COCA - Thanks - he came to check out the music. 
00:34:31 

EmJ, Camp Happy Days - What are your expectations for your staff (programs, lifeguards, etc, on 
site all summer)  and how they will interact with the rental groups and their camp 
households/small groups? (Will they wear masks? lead programming?) 

00:38:01 
Zeff Gomes - How are your Camps going to social distance the campers inside the cabins? 

00:38:10 
Cindy Hay Johnson - For those of you who rent from an older camp, are you asking them to update 
their HVAC units?  Ventilation?  Adding the UV lights? 

00:39:28 
Susie - Camp One Step - How are you managing the additional cleaning requirements?  Did you hire 
additional cleaning services to assist you or are you handling this internally?  How often are you 
cleaning shared bathrooms/shared spaces? 

00:40:59 
Jennifer Mak-A-Dream - For those of you on the panel, that have invested upgrading your HVAC 
systems, ventilation, air filtration, etc....how did you pay for these improvements? Grants, 
fundraising campaign, reserve funds? 

00:44:21 
Michael Katz - Ryan how do you plan on checking people's harnesses on the ropes course, or 
helping the children get them on? 

00:46:43 
Michele Vernon - Are you providing instructional swim for your groups?  If so, how do you deal with 
pods or cohort groups and instructional swim instruction if you are keeping people in pods and not 
having specialized instructors going from group to group? 

00:47:01 
Jennifer Mak-A-Dream - Are folks requiring COVID vaccines for all/any staff and volunteers to be 
present at in person sessions? 

00:48:17 
Ryan, Happiness Is Camping - Michael, for our summer camp we'll have the counselors do it 



because we'll be in cohorts. For rental groups, we've always had the group's counselors check 
harnesses/help put them on for liability reasons 

00:48:45 
Michael Katz - Thanks Ryan. 

00:49:29 
Joey Cavazos - Regarding cleaning of harnesses for the ropes course, the PRCA and Robertson 
harness company are recommending Prevent X 24/7 Antimicrobial Treatment.. 

00:50:01 
Edith Tomasetti - who would take on the cost of testing? 

00:55:28 
Michele Vernon - My understanding is that we cannot legally require anyone to be vaccinated since 
this is an emergency use vaccination only. 

00:58:07 
Ryan, Happiness Is Camping - Our lawyer said the only legal exceptions are for religious reasons and 
ADA 

01:02:23 
Ryan, Happiness Is Camping - PREACH 

01:03:55 
Leah McComb - 6k more here too.  Insurance don’t play. 

01:11:10 
Jennifer Mak-A-Dream - Thanks for sharing everyone....this is all useful information! 

01:13:36 
Michael Katz - Thanks everyone! 

01:13:44 
Beverley, Candlelighters Family Camp AZ - Very helpful! Thank you. 

01:13:52 
Ryan, Happiness Is Camping - ryan@happinessiscamping.org 

01:14:02 
Suzie Camp Okizu - Thanks everyone! 

01:14:15 
Carrie Camp CARE - Thanks so much this was very helpful! 

01:14:27 
Michele Vernon - Thanks all! 

01:14:34 
Maureen McAllister - CS ME - thank you! 

01:14:44 
Brian Crater - We are all learning together.. in the benefit of our kids and their families. 

01:14:44 
Jennifer-COCA-I - Thanks for joining tonight! 

01:15:08 
Edith Camp Sunshine - thanks y’all! 

01:16:45 
Cindy Hay Johnson - Thanks so much 

 


